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Bounds are obtained for the number of vertices in a largest induced forest in a cubic graph 
with large girth. In particular, as girth increases without bound, the ratio of the number of 
vertices in a largest induced forest o the number of vertices in the whole graph approaches 3/4. 
The point arboficity of a graph, introduced in [5], is the smallest number of 
subsets into which the vertices may be partitioned so that each subset induces a 
forest. Related to this concept is the parameter f(G) introduced for a graph G by 
Albertson and Berman in [2]. Informally, f (G) is the relative size of a largest 
possible induced forest in G. More precisely, if G is a graph with p vertices, 
f (G)=max{~lx  is a vertex set in G, andx induces a forest}. 
Albertson, [1] proposed the following question: What is Limn._,~/(3, n), where 
/(3, n) = inf{f(G) [ G is cubic and has girth at least n}? Note that the limit exists, 
since the sequence {f(3, n)} is nondecreasing and bounded above by 1. The 
primary purpose of this article is to answer Albertson's question. Throughout the 
discussion, G will be a finite undirected graph without loops or multiple edges. 
The number of vertices of G will be denoted 'p' and the maximum degree 'A'. A 
vertex set will be called 'independent' if no two of its vertices are joined by an 
edge. If G is connected, an independent vertex set I will be called 'strongly 
independent' if it consists only of vertices of degree A and if G - I  is connected. A 
graph with no cycle will be called a 'forest'. A 'regular' graph is one each of whose 
vertices has degree A. 
Proposition 1. If G is a connected graph and I is a strongly independent vertex set 
in G, then 
Izl o4a_  1 • 
ProoL Since G- I  is connected, the number of edges of G- I  is at least the 
number of vertices of G- I  minus one. But the number of edges of G- I  is no 
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more than ½zip- III zi. Hence 
½zip-Itl zi 1> p- I I I -  1, 
or  
1 
II1~< P~ z i - l  []  
For connected graphs with A ~< 3, this means that strongly independent sets may 
be no larger than ¼p +½. 
The next proposition was first proven for cubic graphs by Jaegar [7]. 
Proposition 2. I[ G is a regular graph and X is a vertex set which induces a forest, 
then 
Ixl~< P z i - l  
Proof. Since X induces a forest, the subgraph induced by X has at most IX I -1  
edges. Hence, there are at least ½/tp-IX[+ 1 edges incident with vertices in 
G -X .  Therefore 
or  
Ap-- zi Ixl ~½Ap - Ix l  ÷ 1, 
Ixl~< P z l - l "  []  
Note that for cubic graphs G, this means that [ (G)~- I /2p .  
I~ml~sillion 3. I f  G is connected with zi = 3, and if I is a maximal strongly 
independent set, then no two cycles in G-  I have a vertex in common. 
Proof. Suppose that Ca and C2 are distinct intersecting cycles of G-L  Their 
union is connected and bridgeless, and contains a vertex v whose degree in 
Cx U C2, and hence in G - / ,  is 3. Therefore v is adjacent o no vertex o f / ,  and so 
I U{v} is strongly independent, which is a contradiction. 
Theorem 4. I f  G is cubic and connected with girth at least 11, then G has a strongly 
independent vertex set with at least ( (n -2 ) / (4n-2) )p  vertices. 
Proof. Let I be any maximal strongly independent vertex set. Then G- I  is 
connected, and, by Proposition 3, has no two cycles intersecting. Since G-  I has 
p-  III vertices, it has no more than (p -  II[)/n cycles. Thus the number of edges in 
G-  I is no more than p - I I I  + (p-  III)/n- 1. But the number of edges of G-  I is 
exactly ~p - 3 III- Hence 
3p_ 3 II1--< (p- l/I)(1 +1)_ 1, 
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which implies III ~>((n-2)p +2n)/ (4n-2) ,  which implies the statement of the 
theorem. I3 
q[lteorom $. If G is connected with zi = 3 and if G has girth at least n, then 13 has a 
vertex set X, which induces a forest, such that 
IXl>~(3p-½)(1-1). 
Proof. Let I be a maximal strongly independent vertex set. By Proposition 1, 
[II<~¼p +½, so G- I  has at least ~p-½ vertices. By Proposition 3, all cycles in 13.,1 
are disjoint, so they may be destroyed by removing one vertex from each. Since 13 
has girth at least n, at most the fraction 1In of the vertices of G- I  will be 
removed, leaving an acyclic subgraph with at least (,~p-½)(1-I/n) vertices. [] 
Corollary 6.  L im._~ f (3 ,  n) - 3_ 
- -  4" 
Proof. By Theorem 5, for each cubic connected graph G with girth at least n, 
f(O)>. -- - 1 -  >~\4 2n1\  h i '  
since p >t n. Hence f (G)>~-5 /4n .  Now, by the remark following Proposition 2, 
f(G) <~. The result follows. [] 
The independence ratio i(G) of a graph G, introduced by Albertson and 
Hutchinson [3] is defined to be 
max{~ I I is an independent vertex set in G}. 
If one now defines i(3, n) to be 
irff{i(G) I G is cubic with girth at least n}, 
then the sequence {i(3, n)} is clearly nondecreasing and bounded above, so one 
may ask for Lim,__~ i(3, n). 
Related to our Corollary 6 is a result of Payan and Sakarovitch I-8] which states 
that if G is cubic and cyclically 4-connected, then f (G) is the greatest integer not 
exceeding ¼(3p - 2). 
Corollary 7. Lim._~ i(3, n)>~-~. 
lProoL Since a forest is bipartite, it is clear that for any graph i (G)>~f(G). Hence 
i(3, n)>~f(3, n), and the result follows. [] 
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Determin ing  the value of Lim,_.~. i(3, n), seems to be an interest ing prob lem.  
Hopk ins  and Staton [6] have shown it is at least 7/18, and BoUobas [4] has shown 
it is no more  than 6/13. 
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